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COYOTES

WILYCANINES

Ears: Proportionately large in
relation to the head. Hearing is
acute and is used for detecting
prey and avoiding danger.
Movement and position of the
ears are used to communicate
mood and rank.

For more than a century, the chaparrals of Orange County have
been home to the coyote. But urbanization has created a situation
in which coyotes coexist with humans to the point the animals
show little fear when searching for food and water, putting pets
and sometimes humans at risk. Tonight, residents of Seal Beach
will meet with the City Council to address this issue.
By JEFF GOERTZEN
ART DIRECTOR

Alaska
On the move: Once confined mostly to the prairies of
central North America, coyotes have expanded across
much of the continent, moving into territory once
controlled by wolves.
CANADA
1900-1950

Vancouver

New York

Chicago
1880-1930

Fur: Varies from grayishbrown to yellowish-gray on the
upper region and buff or white
on the throat and belly.

Washington

EXPANSION
ROUTE

Nose: The coyote’s sense of
smell is highly developed and
is used to detect prey, carrion
and scent left by other
coyotes as territorial markers.

Los Angeles
1940-2005

Before 1700
Early 1900s
Today

MEXICO

DENS
Used as a place to birth and nurse their pups.
Most coyote families have several dens. The den
is dug by both parents-to-be on sandy hillsides
and steep banks. They may occupy a den
previously used by badgers or foxes.

The coyote may look like a dog, but it can be distinguished by a pointed nose and
bushier tail. Although it resembles the larger wolf, it differs by keeping its tail between
its legs when running. Foxes hold their tails straight out when running.

Fox
Weight: 8-20 lbs.
Height: 12 inches

Coyote
Weight: 20-30 lbs.
Height: 18 inches

COMMUNICATION
Coyotes howl, yelp and bark
to communicate.
Howling is a means of inviting
females or to claim territory.
Yelping can be a sign of excitement or
criticism among a small group of coyotes.
Barking is heard when the coyote is
threatened or protecting a den or a kill.
Huffing is usually used for calling pups.

German shepherd
Weight: 85-95 lbs.
Height: 26 inches

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS

Coyote

Entrance: Often
hidden by brush
from predators.
Tunnel: Leads to the
chamber and may be
from a few feet to 50
feet into the hillside.

Domestic pets
Fowl

TOP OF THE FOOD CHAIN
Barring mountain lions, which don’t
typically hunt coyotes, in Orange
County, coyotes are at the top of the
food chain in the animal kingdom. They
frequent neighborhoods, associating
humans with food sources such as
garbage and domestic pets. Coyotes are
omnivorous with a diet that consists of
mice, rabbits, ground squirrels, other
small rodents, insects and even reptiles,
and fruits and berries from wild plants.

Chamber: Usually three to
six feet below the surface;
where the mother will
nurse and protect her pups.

Rodents

Reptiles

Insects

8-foot fence

SCALING FENCES
When searching for food in neighborhoods, coyotes are known to scale
perimeter walls and fences. Coyotes
can easily leap an eight-foot fence or
wall. They have been spotted climbing
over a 14-foot cyclone fence.
Key

POPULATION CONTROL
About 80 percent of coyotes live in
families of three to seven. Efforts to
control or exterminate the coyote by
acceptable methods has produced an
animal that is extremely alert and
wary. Killing coyotes often results in
just as many or more within a year or
two. Because the coyotes’ reproductivity is influenced by food, water and
shelter availability, elminating these
sources along with selective killing
produces more effective results.
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STABLE PACK: Only the alpha pair
reproduces and its litters are small.

KILLING: Cuts numbers by half,
but only temporarily.

Sources: California Department of Fish and Game; U.S. Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services; U.S. Forest Service; Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife; Mojave Desert Wildlife; Desert USA, CSULB; chattanoogaanc.org

MORE COYOTES: Survivors, joined by males from
outside, start reproducing. Litter sizes increase.

